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As Iraq enters a new phase in its history, Australia is poised to play a leading role in the reconstruction
of Iraq's agricultural sector.

Initially,

food security will be the main priority with later phases of the

development process concentrating on harnessing agriculture as an engine for economic growth and
poverty alleviation.
Western Australia

has a long tradition

foodstuffs and in implementing
Australia's

of supplying

countries of the Middle East with high quality

agricultural development projects. The Middle East is one of Western

key trading partners, consuming an annual food production valued in excess of $1 billion. In

recent times, Western Australia has been a consistent exporter of wheat to Iraq, in addition to supplying
machinery and seeds for developing agriculture.
Western Australia

is committed to long-term technical cooperation to support the development of

agriculture and fisheries in the Middle East. Currently, technical cooperation is being undertaken with
government departments in Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Oman, Sudan and the United Arab Emirates.
Both Western Australia and Iraq have large agricultural

sectors. Common to both is dryland agriculture for

the production of: wheat and barley, other coarse grains, oilseeds, livestock - sheep, cattle, goats and
poultry, and fruit and vegetables.

Western Australia has an international

profitable farming systems and is the largest grain-producing

reputation for sustainable and

and exporting State in Australia. To protect

the sector, the Department of Agriculture provides robust programs to manage pests and diseases.
Like Iraq, Western Australia has a wide range of climates, including sub-tropical, semi arid, Mediterranean
and temperate. Rainfall in both States ranges from minimal, to a maximum of about 1200mm.
Western Australia, through both private and public sector organisations,
experience

offers a mix of skills and

that is appropriate to Iraq's very similar agro-climatic conditions and crop and livestock

production requirements. Western Australia is keen to, and is ably equipped to assist Iraq throughout the
agricultural

development process. These many complementarities

will enable Western Australia to

transfer technology and expertise to quickly assist Iraq to re-establish the agricultural sector, thereby
contributing to achieving food security and alleviation of poverty.

Services for rebuilding post conflict and natural disaster areas in Iraq

Agriculture and Fisheries' role in assisting the Middle East
Department of Agriculture(DAWA)
For more than 100 years, the Western Australian Department of Agriculture has been the State's leading
provider of services to the agricultural sector, which today produces approximately $5 billion worth of food and
fibre of which 80 per cent is exported. Highly skilled farm and agri-business managers, advanced agricultural
and livestock production systems and managed supply chains underpin this growing and sustainable industry.
The DAWA plays a leading role in keeping the State's agriculture at the forefront of innovation and market
opportunities via the provision of: scientific research, development and extension services, guidance for
industry development, regulatory services and project management. The DAWA is recognised internationally
for the use of participatory approaches to community-based agricultural development and natural resource
management programs. In particular, the DAWA is intensively involved with research and development of
solutions to manage the State's dryland salinity problems.
The DAWA provides technical and project management services to international clients via a specialised unit
'AGWEST International'. Senior staff consultants and managers have extensive experience working with
bi-lateral and multi-lateral donors, development banks and foreign governments. Management is conversant
with donor requirements during all stages of the project cycle and there is a significant in-house experience
managing projects in post conflict situations, including with AusAID. When required, AGWEST International
forms consortia with private and public sector organisations and is able to provide a 'whole package' of
Australian technology and expertise. AGWEST International has proven experience in identifying high quality
international experience consultants, rapid mobilisation and provision of in-country support.
Since the 1970s, the DAWA has been assisting countries in the Middle East to develop agricultural
management and farming systems, and many of its officers have international reputations built
on a wealth of knowledge and technical experience. The DAWA is highly experienced, is capable of delivering
assistance in the Middle East, and it has a unique understanding of building human and institutional capacity.

Brief history of projects conducted in the Middle East
Country

Project Description

Iraq

Iraqi Kurdistan - provided Team Leader to FAO Plant Production Project - planning and
assistance in development of agricultural infrastructure, introduction of seeds and fertiliser,
training (2000/02).

Iraq

Transfer of Western Australian dryland farming technology and expertise to northern Iraq to
improve pasture productivity and increase cereal yields.

Iran

Integrated Land Use Planning Project - through a structured process of capacity building and
technology transfer, developed five-year development plans for national, regional and local levels.

Jordan

Feasibility study to strengthen the live sheep trade between Jordan and Western Australia.

Kuwait

Soil survey of Kuwait and development of computer systems for land use planning and
management.

Egypt

Feasibility study of two properties for agricultural development.

Libya

Supervision and research issues in the development of a cereal project.

Pakistan

Research use of salt bushes to gain production from salt-affected land.

Pakistan

Feasibility of applying a combination of soil and water management to improve efficiency and
productivity of agricultural areas.
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Services
Food Security
An immediate priority in this post conflict era is to achieve food security for the people of Iraq, through imports.
Once achieved, the objective will be to ensure that Iraq maximises its grain harvest from crops currently planted
and from those planted in the near future. Inputs such as seeds, fertilisers, sprays and machinery are required
to ensure that Iraq's farmers can maximise the potential offered by these crops. Appropriate inputs are
available in Western Australia and the DAWA can provide agronomists and extension specialists with
experience in growing, harvesting and storing grains in Iraq and similar environments. Specialist advice and
technical support from Western Australia will help to ensure that production potential is realised from areas
under cultivation.

Capacity Building And InstitutionalStrengthening Of Government
The resurgence of a vibrant and sustainable agricultural sector will require building of capacity within the
institutions that support Iraqi agriculture. The DAWA is particularly well qualified to assist and to transfer
appropriate technology and management systems.
Iraq has the potential to achieve the goal of food self-sufficiency and future surpluses for export with targeted
assistance. Realisation of this goal will enable farmers to participate fully in the economy and contain ruralurban migration. Iraqi agriculture has the potential to provide regional economic growth, absorb labor, and
make a significant contribution to the national economy.
The DAWA is able to assist Iraq to restore capacity in agricultural strategic sector planning, development,
management and implementation of projects. The DAWA is able to provide:

•

Agricultural sector review and policy
development;

•

A strengthened and expanded scientific
base through access to new research
and technologies;

•

An enhancement of Research and
Development capacity, especially in areas
of sustainable natural resource
management, rehabilitation of saline soils,
and productivity increases in animal, plant
and horticulture industries;

•

Management and extension training;

•

Agricultural systems reform to encourage
farmers to undertake sustainable agriculture
practices to maintain soil fertility, and to
encourage private enterprise involvement in
the production and marketing chain;

•

Supply chain management advice;

•

Value adding/further processing systems
and advice; (and)

•

Assistance with appropriate access to
information (scientific journals, book and
electronic media).

Services for rebuilding post conflict and natural disaster areas in Iraq

Integrated Land Use Planning (ILUP)
The process of ILUP involvesthe systematic assessment of land and water potential, alternativesfor land use,
market opportunities, and economic and social conditions, in order to select and adopt best land use options.
The approach involves participation of key stakeholders, including communities, and seeks to optimise
resource use.
The Department of Agriculture has a strong background in ILUP and can bring together relevant expertise to
work with Iraqi Ministries and other stakeholders to conduct a holistic assessment of agricultural land to
determine its most productive and profitable use.
An excellent example of where DAWA has assisted with ILUP in the Middle East is in Iran (1991-1994). The
project introduced the Iranian Ministry of Agriculture to a system of land-use planning which formed the basis
of subsequent five-year development plans at national, regional and local levels.The project involvedsignificant
training in ILUP and GIS systems in Iran and in Australia.
Iraq has excellent agricultural potential but also has widespread environmental problems, especially with soil
erosion and salinity.Successful management can be achieved through a structured process of ILUP. ILUP can
be used to form the basis of national, regionaland local development plans. DAWA is well placed to implement
a project similar to that carried out in Iran to assist in the reconstruction and development of agriculture and
other lands.

Technical Assistance
DAWA can provide skills covering all aspects of agricultural development, production, marketing, associated
agri-business and natural resource management. Relevant to Iraqi needs and conditions, the DAWA has
experience in deliveringthe following:

•

Project management

•

•

Improved water use efficiency
(irrigation and natural rainfall)

Integrated land use planning and
management systems

•

Geographic Information Systems

•

Identification of possible areas for
agricultural expansion to enhance food
security, and assistance with resettling
internally displaced people

•

Crop development for cereals, pulses
and oilseeds, pastures, horticulture,
including crop agronomy and physiology,
crop breeding, plant and soil nutrient
management, weed science and
management, plant pathology, entomology
and pasture science

•

Rehabilitation of degraded arable and
rangeland soils

•

Assessment of systems for farmer credit

•

Restoration of research and extension
facilities

•

Development of viable, long-term farming
systems by achieving increases in yield
and quality

•

Natural Resource Management surveys
and programs
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Technical Assistance (continued)
•

Animal research and development
including livestock production

services,

•

systems,

Management

development

monitoring and climate impact, natural

and marketing, and animal

Agri-industry

resource assessment,

protection programs,

quarantine

preparedness

management

which
•

surveillance,

plant and animal diseases, insect, animal

agricultural
planning:

of sustainable

Rural communication

and technology

•

Agriculture and natural resource economics

•

Feasibility studies

integrated

•

Apiculture

systems based on land use

•

Introduction

for livestock and crop production,

rangeland management

•

and spatial resource information

and integrated pest

and disease management
Development

soil and water

transfer services

and control of introduced

and weed incursions,

•

Programs, which include

catchment hydrology, environmental

include:

•

Natural Resource

veterinary services, wool technology
health services
•

Community-Based

- Fruit (apple, pear)

and revegetation

Regeneration

and rehabilitation

land including

land affected by salinity

of new varieties

- Vegetables (tomatoes onions, cucumbers)
- Field crops (wheat, barley, pulses,

of degraded

oilseeds)
- Animals (sheep, goats, cattle)

Agro-forestry

Support to agri-industry
Western Australian agri-business
•

Farm machinery

including

supply, training (operation

is acknowledged
specification

and experienced

and

and maintenance),

•

in the Middle East as a supplier of:

Processing of agricultural products:
- Oil seed crushing

spare parts, service support systems

- Tomato paste

•

Rural merchandise

- Fruit juices

•

Bulk crop handling

and other post harvest,

handling, storage facilities and training
•

Seed production

industry

- Dairy
- Baby food
- Stockfeed
- Bakery

Western Australia shares similarities with Iraq in respect to the marine aquatic fauna of the
Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. Many tropical species of fish inhabit the above areas and the eastern
Indian Ocean. Western Australian based expertise has a long involvement in the biologicalresearch and
fisheries development of prawn trawl and demersal finfish fisheries in the Middle East.
Although of limited overall economic significance in the past, fisheries can be an important contributor
to the economic health of regional communities in Iraq and to the nutrition and food security of the
whole nation.
Potential areas where Western Australia can assist Iraq are in the sustainable development
of inland, freshwater
of Mesopotamia
and wading
the

and marine fisheries,

and lakes for both

bird populations

development

of

management

human purposes

in the area, training

operational

enforcement

of fish habitat

in the Marshlands

and the sustainability

in fisheries compliance

programs,

provision

of

of migratory

techniques
training

in

and
fish

disease diagnostic techniques and fish pathology in support of the further development of aquacuiture,
assistance with the development of high salinity and marine fish culture projects, upgrading of researchbased fish stock management systems using the latest technologies, re-development of fisheries
management systems, review and drafting of fisheries legislation and the development of seafood quality
management knowledge and skills to enhance market return and nutrition levels.
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Agriculture and Fisheries' role in
assisting the Middle East
Department of Fisheries Western Australia
The Department of Fisheries is responsible for the conservation, development and sharing of the State's fish
and other living resources for the benefit of current and future generations. It operates under a legislative
framework that provides for the management and allocation of fish resources and the protection of key fish
habitat areas. It also enables economic and social objectives to be achieved, which are key strategic elements
in the department's management plans.
Although its core responsibility is the management of the fish resources of Western Australia, fisheries
sustainability is a global issue and the need for an international and cooperative approach is recognised. In that
context, the Department is developing its service capability to assist neighboring and developing countries to
build their fisheries management capacity.
The Department is recognized as a world leader in the sustainable management of fisheries, aquaculture and
the aquatic environment. It is an outcome and customer focused organisation that operates
with a high level of responsibility and accountability to achieve sustainable fisheries management
through building strong relationships with stakeholders, encouraging stewardship and applying equity in
decision making.
The Department licenses and regulates commercial fisheries worth about $1 billion, including rock lobster,
pearling and aquaculture, and manages a State-wide growing recreational fishery, worth about $570 million.
With access to considerable technical and management expertise, the Department has a successful record of
establishing resource development projects under a wide range of conditions including those involving remote
and harsh locations and where infrastructure is resource-poor.
Internationally, the Department has undertaken project work on behalf of a number of development and
management agencies, including AusAID, the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research, the
Norwegian Agency for Development and Cooperation, the International Fund for Agricultural Development, the
Canadian International Development Agency and the Forum Fisheries Agency in the South Pacific.
Projects have been delivered in Australia, East Timor, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Indonesia, lran.lsrael,
Madagascar, the Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, New Zealand, Noumea, Palau, the
Solomon Islands, the Sultanate of Oman and Vanuatu.

Services
Resource Profiling
The accurate determination of fisheries resources both in terms of species and stock assessment is necessary
for sustainability purposes. The wild capture fisheries of Iraq comprise those associated with inland waters,
marine fisheries in Iraqi territorial watersand offshore marine fisheries in the Arabian Gulf. The Department of
Fisheries has developed techniques that are recognised internationally as being some of the most
sophisticated and reliable in relation to stock assessment and species biology. The Marine Science center in
Basrah and the Fishery Research Department of the Agriculture Research Centre would both benefit from
exposure to and training in advanced technologies for profiling fisheries resources. Capacity building and skill
transfer in data collection and manipulation technologies could also be provided.
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Services for rebuilding post conflict and natural disaster areas in Iraq

Legislation
The development and drafting of relevant legislation within an enforceable framework is fundamental to the
success of any fisheries resource management program. Invariably however, the importance of a coherent
legislative framework for fisheries and aquaculture is often overlooked with the result that legislation is developed
piecemeal. Such"on the run" legislation is often difficult for the public to understand, unenforceable and internally
inconsistent. The Department of Fisheries is experienced in assessing legislative requirements through
community and stakeholder consultation and developing and drafting legislation. Specialist staff within the
Department have significant expertise in international environmental law and the preparation of fisheries laws
that are simple and enforceable.Staff have project experiencein South East Asia and can provide domestic and
international legal advice relating to fisheries and other natural resources and environmental management.

Monitoring, Compliance and Surveillance
The Department has developed substantial technical and training expertise in state-of-the-art fisheries
compliance and enforcement matters. This expertise is available on a consultancy basis and has been
provided to a large number of governments throughout the Inda-Pacific region since 1995. Fisheries
compliance training has also recently been provided to the Sultanate of Oman. Specialist compliance courses
can be delivered in overseas locations or to small groups visiting Western Australia for practical field training.
The Department's compliance specialists are also available to contribute to broader fisheries development
projects in the region.

Aquaculture Development
The Department has extensive experience in the culture of tropical and sub-tropical species under harsh and
poor water quality conditions. It has successfully developed culture programs involving high salinity inland
water bodies that have been degraded through excessive land clearing and poor management practices.
Aquaculture specialists in the Department have practical experience in the Middle East.

Fish Health
The Department has developed expertise in disease diagnosis and management of fish health in order to keep
fish stocks healthy. This area of skill is particularly important in the development of effective aquaculture
programs as disease outbreaks can be very costly. Staff have experience in East Asia and the Middle East and
can provide development advice, diagnostic servicesand training in fish health. These skills would be particularly
relevant to staff capacity building at the Fish Research Centre (Zeafaraniyah, Baghdad) and the Central Hatchery
at Swairah. Regionally, the Department has been developing a Fish Kill Incident Action Plan and Response
Protocol to deal with fish kill phenomena observed in the Gulf Area and Red Sea. This work has been done for
the Regional Organisation for Protection of the Marine Environment (ROPME) Sea Area based in Kuwait.

Seafood Handling and Marketing
As fisheries develop, consumer demand for quality seafood continues to grow. Safe food standards are
required to ensure appropriate quality controls are in place so that production nutrition is maintained and
market prices are maximized. Western Australia produces some of the highest quality fisheries products in the
world. The Western Rock Lobster Fishery was the first fishery in the world to be certified by the Marine
Stewardship Council as a well managed fishery. The Department of Fisheries has placed the onus on industry
to ensure that safe food standards are applied and has implemented a Seafood Quality Management Initiative
throughout Western Australia to promote the adoption of quality management systems for local and export
seafood markets. The Initiative also extends information to industry relating to the safe food requirements. The
extension and training packages associated with the Initiative can be adapted to assist the Iraqi fishing industry
in achieving a higher standard of quality in fish production.
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Future Developments and Opportunities
Consideration should be given to ongoing support to Iraq, both immediately following reconstruction
and well into the future. Sustainable management of resources will be important for the maintenance of social
stability and the health and nutrition of the population. The Department of Fisheries is developing a major new
research, community education and training institute which is scheduled to come on line
in 2005. This facility is designed to provide the Department with staff capacity to more actively take part in
fisheries development projects in the Indian Ocean Rim region. This development will allow the Department to
build on its existing fisheries compliance training capacity, and in collaboration with the Western Australian
universities, provide specialist training and study opportunities for all aspects of fisheries development.
Services to be developed include fisheries research and assessment, fish health services, management
strategy development, fisheries education/extension and aquaculture research and development.

Western Australia Industries
Western Australia has a vast resource base, from which infrastructure and service industries of world class
standards have developed including a highly skilled workforce. These industries are supplying world markets
with state-of-art technology and high quality manufactured goods and services. Exports encompass
telecommunications goods and services, raw and processed food and beverage products, pharmaceutical's,
construction skills, to chemicals, mining equipment, industrial machinery and fast ferries.
These vigorous industries take advantage of Western Australia's ideal geographical location to provide quality
goods and services to nearby Asia and the Middle East. The international success of Western Australia
business and industry is due to the use of advanced technology in production processes; much of it developed
locally. Western Australia businesses also export expertise in health care, education, building and construction,
communications,environmental management, tourism, business services and resources engineering.
Many businesses and industries in Western Australia are accredited to ISO 9000 international quality
assurance system standards, further guaranteeing their ability to offer service and products to the highest
global standards. Businesses that are able to provide goods and services in reconstruction programs include
those involved in:

•

Information and communications technology

•

Energy services - gas and electricity;

•

Building and construction products and
services (eg. an Australian company,
Multiplex Constructions built the Middle
East's Emirate Towers in Dubai);

•

Food and beverage products and services;

•

Software and hardware engineering,
products and services;

•

Legal and financial services;

•

Educational services;

•

Health and medical services and products;

•

Environmental products & services;

•

Agricultural equipment; and

•

Shipbuilding and marine industries.

•

•

Mining, products, equipment and services
(ie. Western Australia mining technology can
be found in markets in Tanzania, Chile and
Indonesia);
Industrial machinery and chemical products
and services;

Department of Agriculture
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Government of Western Australia

PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name:

Farm Development Project

Project Location within Country:

Name of Client:

Northern

private client

Start (month/year)
Date: Nov 2001

Completion (month/year)
Date: June 2002

Name of associated firm(s) if any:

Country:

Egypt

Approx. Project Value:
AUDl00,000
Professional Staff Provided No. of Staff: 5
No. of Person-months: 4
Approx. Value of Services:
AUD 70,000
No of Man-months of Professional Staff Provided
by Associated Firms(s):

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:

Peter King- Team Leader, natural resource evaluation, farm planning
Allan McKay - horticulture expert, farm planning
Wim Burgraff -financial analysis
Paul Mattingley - economic modeling
Terry Burnage - Prolect manager, market analysis
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:

Assessment of the feasibility for proposed agricultural development of two properties. Pre feasibility study for a new irrigated farm development which included soil and water
assessment and economic analysis of crop suitability to determine the capacity for
horticulture as well as a market analysis for potential horticulture crops. Further work is
scheduled to include a full feasibility and farm planning
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:

•

conduct preliminary assessments on the feasibility for agricultural development of the
northern and southern sites under consideration;
• assess the availability and accessibility of essential scientific information in Egypt and
collect as much as possible for the two sites;
• evaluation of enterprise mix;
• economics of crop options;
• analysis of local exporting infrastructure and identification of export supply chain;
• soils investigations and soil hydraulic measurements;
• irrigation design; and
• management contract negotiation and refinement.
• overall mission report outlining achievements and issues, enterprise budgets, whole
farm model, irrigation design and implementation plan;
• collection and collation of base information for farm financial model;
• complete soils information for irrigation design; and
• development of physical farm plan including bores, roads, infrastructure, management
blocks etc.
Funding Source: Private Company

Department
Government

:fjJft\ AGWESf
Rfl\\ International

of Agriculture
of Western Australia

PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project name:
Land Use Panning II

Country:
Iran

Project location within country:
Sari and Gorgan provinces

Approx. project value:
AUD1 .3million

Name of client:
FAO/UNDP

Professional staff provided:
No of staff: - 11
No of person-months: - 36

Start date
(month/year): 1/92

Completion date
(month/year): 12/95

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
University of Western Australia

Approx. value of services:
AUD1 .3million
No of person-months of professional staff provided
by associated firm(s):
16 - 6 staff provided

Name of senior staff involved and functions performed:
Peter King - Project Manager
Roger Hartley - Community Consultation Expert
Dr. Graeme A Robertson (Deputy Director General) - Project design
Detailed narrative description of project:
LUP II introduced the concepts and methodologies for land use planning to the Iranian Ministry of Agriculture. It
assisted them identify and plan development projects to optimise the benefit/costs in the agricultural sector and
enable a planned approach to sustainable agricultural development. The multidisciplinary project introduced the
latest technology and techniques in soil survey, remote sensing, land evaluation, rural sociology, farming systems,
agricultural economics, geographic information systems, and land use planning to counterpart national project staff
who worked jointly with the ten Australian consultants on a demonstration project in the Caspean area of northern
Iran. An important feature of this project was the involvement of local communities through consultative group
participation and establishment of a "grass roots" sense of ownership in the planning process
The project introduced the Iranian Ministry of Agriculture to a system of land-use planning, based on Geographic
Information Systems - incorporating available geographic information with survey data, arial photography and
remote sensing, in producing . rr,iulti-layered land capability maps.
Computer hardware and software were selected and installed in Tehran Sari and Gargan. Training in the use of GIS
- including data entry, manipulation and retrieval, and digitised plotting of multi-layered land- capability maps - was
provided for the Ministry of Agriculture's regionally based staff as well as staff located in Tehran, in-country and in
Western Australia.
The project also included three-month fellowship programs for ten Iranian counterparts to work with project
consultants in Western Australia. The fellowships were designed to give the counterparts both theoretical
background in their respective disciplines as well as a practical application of relevant activities in Australia.
I also conducted the Land Evaluation Consultancy responsible for introducing modern techniques in soil survey,
data management and quantitative land evaluation.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
Staff training: in-Australia and in-country
Land capability assessment in land-use planning
GIS implementation
Referees: Soil Division, FAO Rome- note all desk officers have retired since the project was completed.
Mr Hooman Fathi, Ministry of Agriculture, Islamic Republic of Iran.

Department
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Government of Western Australia

PROJECT DAT A SHEET
Project name:

Country:

Miankaleh project

Iran

Project location within country:

Approx. project value:
$50,000

Caspian region - Gulf of Gorgon
Name of client:

Agricultural Land Reclamation and Development
Company, Islamic Republic of Iran.

Professional staff provided:
No of staff: 3
No of person-months: 5

Start date
( month/year): 10/93

Approx. value of services:
$40,000

Completion date
(month/year):05/95

Name of associated firm(s) if any:

No of person-months of professional staff provided
by associated firm(s):

Name of senior staff involved and functions performed:

Peter King - Project Manager
Andrew Watson - Landuse planning consultant
Jim Sigleton - Environmental Planner
Detailed narrative description of project:

Feasibility study for irrigated agriculture of 40,000 ha of land in the Caspean region of Iran. The study
assessed the physical and economic suitability of the Miankaleh area for intensive irrigated agricultural
development. It also focused on the environmental consequences and management options of such
development adjacent to a delicate wetland environment.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:

Project design, management and implementation.
Review and assessment of source information
Liaison with local experts and authorities
Reconnaissance of study area to ground truth existing information
Report on feasibility of developing Miankaleh region for irrigated agriculture
Agronomic, economic and environmental assessment.
Aquaculture.
Social impact assessment.
Land use planning.
Funding Source: Agricultural Land Reclamation and Development Company, Islamic Republic of Iran.

Department
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Government of Western Australia

PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project name:
Training and Demonstration in range
rehabilitation and development

Country:
Iran

Project location within country:
Selected sites

Approx. Project value:

Name of client:
UNDP

Professional staff provided •
No. Of staff: 1
No. Of person-months:

Start
(month/year)
Date:
Oct 1989
Name of associated

Completion
(month/year)
Date:
Nov 1989
firm(s) if any:

$40,000

Approx. Value of Services:

$30,000

No of Man-months of Professional Staff
Provided by Associated Firms(s):
N/A
Name Of Senior Staff Involved And Functions Performed:
Clive Malcolm - principal research officer and consultant

Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
FAO consultancy to assist the Ministry of Agriculture, Tehran to design a well
coordinated programme for rehabilitation of salt affected rangelands in Iran. Reviewed
present programmes, manpower and resources employed on rehabilitation of salt
affected rangelands
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
Review of socio-economic context, watershed issues, site characterisation, acquisition
of plant material, adaptation testing, establishment, grazing management, extension
and publicity and implementation
Suggested measures and actions required to further develop and improve the present
programme.
Planned and held a series of lectures
Planned and held International workshop
Funding Source:
UNDP

Department

AGWEST

of Agriculture

Government of Western Australia

International

PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project name:
Rangeland training program
Project location within country:
Western Australia

Country:
Iran/ Australia
Approx. project value:
$130,000

Name of client:
Ministry of Jihad, Forest and
Range Organisation, Iran UNHCR - FAO

Professional staff provided:
No of staff:
No of person-months: 2

Start date
(month/year): 08/94

Approx. value of services:
$90,000

Completion date
(month/year):09/94

Name of associated firm(s) if any:

No of person-months of professional staff
provided by associated firm(s):

Name of senior staff involved and functions performed:
Peter King - Project Manager
Kellie-Jane Pritchard - Project Administrator
Detailed narrative description of project:
Intensive training programme for ten Iranian rangeland scientists covering many aspects of range
management including range inventory and survey, range monitoring, rangeland management, water
harvesting and management, land use planning, ARC/INFO GIS training and saltland agronomy.
IFAD and the UNHCR funded the training programme.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
Staff training: in-Australia Project management and implementation
Training in range management, GIS, land use planning, and saltland agronomy which included course
work and practical sessions aimed at gaining a practical appreciation of land management in Western
Australia.
Funding Source: Government of Iran
Referee:

I

Department
Government
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of Western Australia

PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project name:
Study of Evaporation Reduction from
water Storages

Country:
Iraq

Approx. Project value:
Project location within country:
Baghdad, Mosul, Lakes Tharthar and $40,000
Habbaniya
Name of client:
Government of Iraq
Start
(month/year)
Date: Oct 1981

Completion
(month/year)
Date: Nov 1981

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
None

Professional staff provided No. Of staff: 1
No. Of person-months: 1.1
Approx. Value of Services:
$30,000
No of Man-months of Professional Staff
Provided by Associated Firms(s):
N/A

Name Of Senior Staff Involved And Functions Performed:
Ian Laing - Senior Research Officer
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
At the invitation from the Minister of Irrigation in Iraq, Mr Laing visited Iraq to discuss
and ascertain the feasibility of evaporation reduction from water storages.
Also visited WA Department of Agriculture project site at Tel Ater, west of Mosul.
Discussed reticulation issues regarding livestock water supplies.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
Investigation of current conditions and options for water saving measures through
discussions and field visits.
Presented lectures on the potential for reducing evaporation from water storages, at
the colleges of Engineering, Baghdad University and Mosul University.
Investigated, and provided written report on, the potential for reducing evaporation from
very large water storages in Iraq - Lake Tharthar (area 1200 sq km), and
Lake Habbaniva.
Funding Source:
Government of Iraq - provided travel and accommodation expenses
Department of Agriculture Western Australia - provided consultancy costs
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Project name:
Jezira Dryland Agriculture Development
Project

Country:
Iraq

Project location within country:
Approx. Project value:
Northeast Iraq (Mosul - and west to Au $10 million
Syria).
Name of client:
Government of Iraq
Start
(month/year)
Date:
March
1980
Name of associated
None

Completion
(month/year)
Date:
Oct 1984
firm(s) if any:

Professional staff provided •
No. Of staff: 50
No. Of person-months: 755
Approx. Value of Services:
AU $10 Million

No of Man-months of Professional Staff
Provided by Associated Firms(s):
N/A

Name Of Senior Staff Involved And Functions Performed:
N. J. Halse (Chief Plant Research) - Project Design And Management
R. J. Lightfoot
R. J. Parkin
C. M. Francis (Directors/Chiefs Divisions}- Planning, Contract Negotiation
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
Initially aimed at carrying out research to elucidate the possible role of medics to
enhance sheep production in the northern Jezira of Iraq in the 250-350mm per annum
rainfall zone adjacent to the 'cereal line'. Further development of the project led to
modifications to include investigations into dryland cereal growing, cereal-medic
rotations and some large-scale medic plantings and farming operations. The final
project involved the pasture development of over 7,000ha at J'Ravi and the
development of nearly 2,500ha in cereal-medic rotation at Ajnadine. Grazing was
carried out by local sheep with various owners.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
The project aimed to test Western Australian Dryland farming technology in Northern
Iraq in order to increase farm productivity in two ways:
1. To improve pasture productivity and therefore sheep grazing productivity in the
marginal areas of the northern Jezira on the edge of the cereal zone.
2. To increase cereal yields and total farm productivity in the traditional cereal growing
areas.
Concurrent activities involved an external research program aimed at testing Western
Australian systems in the area and a medium scale development of the new ideas from
Australian type farms.
The research component involved testing of cereals, medics, fertiliser and rhizobia.
The medium scale development involved the development of some 10,000 ha with
fences, shearinq sheds, cereal and pasture savlnqs.
Funding Source: Government of Iraq

Department of Agriculture
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PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name: Sheep Meat Industry Review

Country: Jordan

Project Location within Country: All

Approx Project Value:
A$100,000

Name of Client: Jordanian Cooperative Organisation

Professional Staff Provided No of Staff: -1
No of Person-months: -2

Start Date
(month/year): 3/96

Approx Value of Services:

Completion Date
(month/year): 7 /96

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
Ernst & Young

AU$40,000
No of Person-months of
Professional Staff Provided by
Associated Firm(s): 2

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
Terry Bumage -Project Manager
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
Feasibility study into a strategic alliance to strengthen the live sheep trade between Jordan and
Western Australia.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Analysis of whole of supply chain from Western Australian Producer to Jordanian consumer .
Market analysis of all meat products in Jordan.
Economic modeling of meat supply chain.
Analysis of all technical factors, including infrastructure and management requirements .
Recommendations to Governments in Western Australia and Jordan concerning policy issues
and pre-conditions required to strengthen live sheep trade.
Recommendations to industry in both countries regarding feasibility study.

Funding Source: Private Sector - Australia

AGWESr

Department of Agriculture
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International

PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name: Assessing damage magnitude and recovery of
the terrestrial system

Country: Kuwait

Project Location within Country: Al Burqan Oil field

Approx Project Value:$300,000

Name of Client: Kuwaiti Institute of Scientific Research
(KISR) and Public Authority for Administering
Compensation

Professional Staff Provided No of Staff: 1
No of Person-months: 7

Start Date
(month/year): 1999

Completion Date
(month/year): 200 l

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
AACM International (AGWEST as subcontractor)

Approx Value of Services:
$250,000
No of Person-months of
Professional Staff Provided by
Associated Firm(s):

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
P King -Project Manager, chief assessor

Detailed Narrative Description of Project: Assessment of the magnitude and extent of oil
damage to the soil and terrestrial environment in the Al Buqan oil field, Kuwait.
The project developed procedures that were used to survey and assess other oil-affected areas in
Kuwait after the Iraq invasion.
The work is being conducted for KISR who will ultimately report to the UN compensation
commission on Kuwait war damages.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided: The project has categorised the type of oil
damage to the soil caused by the Gulf war in Kuwait, mapped the extent of the damage, depth of
contamination and estimated the bulk of soil to rehabilitate according to the different types of
contamination.
Field survey along with remote sensed interpretation and laboratory analyses were used to provide
information. A 4WD was equipped with Laser induced Florescence equipment, field probes
fabricated and tested and the field equipped vehicle was used to provide additional semiquantitative data on the contamination. The work was conducted with counterparts from KISR
and the Kuwait Oil company.
Funding Source: Kuwait Institute of Scientific Research
Referee: Dr Samira Omar, Principal Scientist, KISR, Kuwait. Tel: +965 483 6100
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PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name: GIS training

Country: Kuwait

Project Location within Country: Kuwait City

Approx Project Value:
$50,000

Name of Client: Kuwaiti Institute of Scientific Research
(KISR)
Start Date
(month/year): 1999

Completion Date
(month/year):

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
AACM International (AGWEST as subcontractor)

Professional Staff Provided No of Staff: 2
No of Person-months: 3
Approx Value of Services:
$40,000
No of Person-months of
Professional Staff Provided by
Associated Firm(s):

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
P King -Project Manager
P Goulding - GIS trainer
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
Two two week courses were held in 1998 and 1999 to train Kuwaiti staff in the use of
MicroStation and the MGE bundle of GIS software. The courses taught participants to operate,
maintain, troubleshoot and develop integrated GIS systems.
Actual Services provided: training course which resulted in trainees being able to:

•
•

Identify the functionality of the GIS .
Operate the MicroStation and MGE software as well as the GeoMedia query and
analysis software.

•
•

Perform real-life projects by applying GIS tools .
Capture, manipulate, analyze and set forth geographical data .

Training Methods
Training was provided through a series oflectures and seminars followed by practical
I sessions. Following each lecture/practical study session, a review session was held to
analyze problems and misunderstandings.
Funding Source: Kuwait Institute of Scientific Research
Referee: Dr Samira Omar, Principal Scientist, KISR, Kuwait. Tel: +965 483 6100
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Project Name: Soil survey of Kuwait

Country: Kuwait

Project Location within Country: whole state

Approx Project Value:
AU$6 million

Name of Client: Kuwaiti Institute of Scientific Research
(KISR)

Start Date
(month/year): 4/95

Completion Date
(month/year): 6/99

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
AACM International (AGWEST as subcontractor)

Professional Staff Provided No of Staff: -20
No of Person-months: -117
Approx Value of Services:
AU$2 million
No of Person-months of
Professional Staff Provided by
Associated Firm(s): 24

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
P King -Project Manager
G Grealish -Technical manager
Detailed Narrative Description of Project: The soil survey of the whole state of Kuwait has
identified areas suitable for irrigated agriculture in the state. The project mapped the soils of
Kuwait at a scale of 1: 100,000, identified the most suitable 200,000ha soils for irrigation and remapped these to a scale of 1:25,000.
The survey was conducted to USDA specifications and the soils classified according to Soil
Taxonomy. A comprehensive database and GIS was commissioned to manage the large volumes
of data generated by the project and prepare final mapping and reporting.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
Phase 1 survey: soil survey of entire state @ 1: 100,00
Phase 2 survey: soil survey of 200,000ha @ 1 :25,000
Laboratory analysis of samples
Establishment of a Land Information System
Establishment of a Database Management System
Land use map @ 1: 100,00
Suitability map @ 1 :25,000
GIS commissioning
Funding Source: Kuwait Institute of Scientific Research

AGWEST
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PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name:
GEFARA PLAINS
LIBYA

CEREAL

Country:
PROJECT, LIBYA

Project Location within Country:
Approx. Project Value:
GEFARA PLAIN - WHICH IS EAST, SOUTH AU $28 MILLION
& WEST OF TRIPOLI IN WEST LIBYA.
Name of Client:
GOVERNMENT OF LIBYA
Start
Completion
(month/year)
(month/year)
Date:
Date:
JUNE 1974
MARCH 1984
Name of associated firm(s) if any:
NONE

Professional Staff Provided No. of Staff:
No. of Person-months: 2400
Approx. Value of Services:
AU $28 MILLION

No of Man-months of
Professional Staff Provided by
Associated Firms(s):
Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
N. J. Halse (chief plant researcher) - project development and supervision
J Peirce - officer in Charge (83-84)
John Allen - officer in Charge (1976-78)
Nick Watson - agronomist and officer in Charge (1979-84)
John Richardson (82-83)
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
The Gefara Plain Cereal Project was initiated by the Libyan Government in an attempt to
develop agriculture and thus lessen the impact of the movement of people into towns
and cities. The Western Australian Government was invited to supervise the project which involved seven sites and 50,000 ha, which were sown to cereals and medic
pastures. The contract involved research into problems as they arose as well as an
extension and research role to improve agricultural techniques - capacity building with
Libyan counterparts to improve animal-crop husbandry.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
The project involved the provision scientific expertise, equipment and labour. Twenty
shearing sheds were supplied and installed; 100 tractors; 50 combines and 50 ploughs
and 200 km of fencing materials were supplied. Medic and cereal seed was sown.
The Western Australian Department of Agriculture provided Project Leaders, Supervision
and expertise (sheep, ley farming/pasture, water supply). Western Australian farmers
were recruited to establish the farms and supervise the training of Libyans in Australian
farming methods; there were 20-30 Libyans at each of the seven sites.
Funding Source:
Libyan Government
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PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name: Risk Analysis training for government
veterinarians

Countries: Egypt, Jordan, Oman
Kuwait, UAE

Project Location within Countries: Cairo; Amman;
Muscat; Kuwait City; Dubai

Approx Project Value:
$210,000

Names of Clients:
1. General Organisation for Veterinary Services
2. Ministry of Agriculture
3. Ministry of Agriculture
4. Public Authority for Agriculture Affairs and Fisheries
Resources
5. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Completion Date
Start Date
(month/year): 6/2002
(month/year): 2/2000

Professional Staff Provided No of Staff: 1
No of Person-months: 7.5

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
Meat and Livestock Australia and LiveCorp

Person-months of Professional Staff
Provided by Associated Firm(s): 0.5

Approx Value of Services:
$60,000

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
P .A.J. Martin : Instructor I trainer.
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
This project was initiated under the WA government's MOUs with Egypt and Jordan, aimed at
supporting exports of meat and livestock to the middle east. Training in risk analysis for international
trade was provided for government staff (mostly veterinarians) in each country. The training comprised
instruction in risk analysis methodology and procedures (based on AQIS guidelines); working through
local examples, and particularly in Egypt, coaching and supervision of the local RA team for their own
risk analyses.
In the first year three one-week courses were held in each of Egypt and Jordan. In the second year, two
two-week courses were held in each ofUAE, Kuwait and Oman, as well as several training days in
Jordan, a further three-week program in Egypt, and one-day introductory sessions in each of Beirut
(Lebanon) and Damascus (Syria).
Actual Services provided: training courses which gave trainees:
Knowledge of context of import risk analysis in international trade and when required .
• Knowledge of how to conduct a qualitative or semi-quantitative risk analysis; ability to
conduct such analyses if given the necessary resources.
templates for presentation of import risk analyses
• knowledge of spreadsheet functions and software for quantitative risk analysis
• opportunity to conduct their own import risk analyses with expert coaching and supervision
Training Methods
Training was provided through a series of lectures and workshops, incorporating group work on
local RA tasks.
Funding Source: WA Department of Agriculture; Meat and Livestock Australia; LiveCorp; Crawford
Fund
Referee: MLA I LiveCorp veterinarian in Bahrain office - currently Nigel Brown

•
•
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Project Name:
Permanent Raised Beds to Improve Productivity and
Control Salinity in Pakistan
Project Location within Country:
Islamabad, Mardan, and Bahawalpur
Name of Clients:
Agriculture Western Australia
Pakistan Agricultural Research Council

Country:
PAKISTAN
Approx. Project Value:
AUD $150,000
Professional Staff Provided No. of Staff: Three (AgWA) Five (PARC)
No. of Person-months: 22 (AgWA) 48 (PARC)

Start (month/year)
Completion
Approx. Value of Services:
Date:
(month/year)
AUD$250,450
January 1, 2000
Date: Dec 31, 2001
Name of associated firm(s) if any:
No of Man-months of Professional Staff
Gessner Industries, Toowoomba. Old
Provided bv Associated Firms(s):
Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
Mr G J Hamilton (AgWA): Project supervision/management
Dr Zahid Hussain: Pakistan operations manager/supervisor.
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
Salinity and seasonal waterlogging are large land degradation problems that seriously reduce agricultural
production in Pakistan and Australia. In Pakistan, 6.3 million hectares of a total 21.6 million hectares of
agricultural land are affected by salinity and waterlogging. Over half of the area affected by these forms
of degradation, 3.4 million hectares, occurs in the canal command area of their irrigated land. The
impact of these forms of degradation is an estimated 25% reduction in gross agricultural production. In
Australia, and particularly Western Australia, similar statistics exist. Waterlogging and salinity in
Pakistan and Australia are exacerbated by the dominance of sodic and structurally unstable soils.
Improved practices for managing excess surface and root-zone water are urgently needed. Permanent
Raised Beds combined with no-tillage crop establishment practices offer the prospect of controlling
waterlogging and salinity in both irrigated and dryland agricultural areas. No-tillage crop establishment
practices retain plant roots from one crop to the next and lead to increased organic matter and improved
infiltration, drainage and aeration properties of soils. Raised Beds and furrow irrigation improve
irrigation efficiency.
The purpose of this ACIAR Project was to assess the feasibility of applying of this combination of
improved soil and water management practices and assessing its capacity to improve soil conditions,
irrigation efficiency and productivity. The Overall Objective is:
To use permanent raised beds under both irrigated and dryland conditions to test and develop practical
and economical water and soil management practices that improve soil conditions and productivity.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
I. Machinery to form, renovate and seed permanent raised beds (including design and assembly
expertise)
2. Training of farm operators in the operation of machinery and the construction and renovation of
raised beds.
3. Scientific equipment to continuously monitor soil-water potential and soil-water content.
4. Training of scientists and technicians in the operation and maintenance of the continuously
monitoring equipment.
5. Advice and supervision on the experimental design and its application and data analysis.
6. Project management and administration.
7. Report and Fund Application writing.
Funding Source: Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR)
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Project name:
Forage shrub production from saline and/or sodic soils in
Pakistan - 2

Country:
Pakistan

Project location within country:
Islamabad, Faisalabad and Peshawar

Approx. project value:
$1.5m (- 55% of which spent in travel and R&D in
Pakistan)

Name of client:
Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (Islamabad)

Professional staff provided:
No. of staff: 2
No. of person-months: 10

Start date
(month/year):

Completion date
(month/year):

January 1994

December 1998

Name of associated firm(s) if any:
Institute for Sustainable Irrigated Agriculture (Tatura)

Approx. value of services:
$150,000
No of man-months of professional staff provided by
associated firms(s):

2
Name of senior staff involved and functions performed:
Dr E.G. Barrett-Lennard (Project Coordinator) - project coordination, financial management and research
leadership.
Mr Richard Galloway (Research Officer) - conducted research in Pakistan and Australia.
Detailed narrative description of project:
This project focused on the use of saltbushes (Atriplex species) as a means of gaining production from salt-affected
land. The project aimed to: (a) determine the economic and social benefits of saltbushes in small farms;
(b) examine the utilisation of saltbush forage by animals; (c) select saltbush clones for increased productivity, and
(d) develop methods for managing saltbush stands to maximise production. Experiments were conducted in
Pakistan and Australia. Reciprocal visits were made by project staff between the two countries. At the end of the
project the outcomes of the work were published as a 150 page book 'Saline Agriculture for Irrigated Land in
Pakistan'.
Pakistan has two major feed gap periods (in summer and winter). During these times leaves of saltbushes can be
mixed with wheat straw (a poorly utilised resource) to produce a palatable feed for animals. Saltbush grows rapidly
during Pakistan's winter; fresh material harvested at two monthly intervals may be used to fill the winter feed gap.
Saltbush grows slower in summer and is subject to damage from waterlogging/flooding. For the summer feed gap,
leaves can be harvested in spring, dried and stored for later use.
Other research has focused on the screening of superior clones of saltbush. We found marked differences between
clones in rate of growth, tolerance to waterlogging, and palatability to sheep. Our selections with erect growth habit
and high tolerance to waterlogging were highly successful in Pakistan.
Detailed description of actual services provided:
Drafting of project document in collaboration with Pakistan scientists.
Coordination visits by project leader every four months.
Exchange visits between Australian and Pakistani research staff.
Project financial management.
Funding source:
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research
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Project Name:
Horticulture Development in Sikkim
Project Location within Country:
Sikkim
Name of Client:
GRM International
Start
(month/year)
Date: June 2001

Completion
(month/year)
Date: June 2003

Name of associated firm(s) if any:

Country:
India
Approx. Project Value:
$257,000
Professional Staff Provided No. of Staff: 4
No. of Person-months: 5
Approx. Value of Services:
$257,000

No of Man-months of Professional Staff
Provided by Associated Firms(s):
Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
Tony Portman - apple specialist
Glynn Ward - pest and disease and marketing specialist
David Doolan - Project Manager
K-J Pritchard - Project Administrator
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
Technical assistance and capacity building to the Sikkim Department of Horticulture to
rebuild their apple industry after it was decimated by pest and disease. This project
involved developing capacity to aid in the long term sustainability of the apple industry by
helping select and import new varieties suitable for local conditions, improving capacity in
orchard management, pest and disease management, quarantine and importing,
extension and marketing skills and providing training for growers and Department of
Horticulture officers. Included training in India and Australia. Funded by AusAID under
their India Capacity Bulldlnq Proqrarn.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
• Improve capacity of DOH staff to use international networks to identify and obtain an
ongoing supply of varieties for Sikkim apple industry
• Selection of an apple variety/s which can be used to re-establish apple production in
Sikkim
• Select a range of other fruit tree and nut crops and varieties for introduction and
evaluation as commercial crops in Sikkim
• Determine availability and suppliers and facilitate the importation and introduction of
new varieties appropriate for local conditions
• To increase the capacity of the DOH in identifying, selecting, propagating and
managing suitable temperate nursery stock
• To enhance capacity of DOH staff to identify and control various pests and disease
using methods appropriate to Sikkim
• To assist the GOS monitor and evaluate effectiveness of introduced fruit variety and
orchard management practices and determine future options for further development
of the horticulture industry
Funding Source: AusAID
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Project name:
Australian Co-Operation With The
Agricultural Research Project (ACNARP)

National

Country:
Thailand

Project location within country:
Bangkok and Regional Agricultural Research Centres
and Thailand Universities.

Approx. Project value:
Au $20 million

Name of Client: Al DAB

Professional Staff Provided No. of Staff: 30
No. of Person-months: 360

Start (month/year)
Date:
FEB 1981

Completion month/year
Date:
NOV 1991

Approx. Value of Services:
AU $20 MILLION

No of Man-months of
Professional Staff Provided by Associated
Firms(s): 50
Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
E.N. Fitzpatrick/N.J. Halse, Director's General - Project Design
M.D. Carroll - Deputy Director General - Project Design
R.J. Parkin- Executive Director - Team Leader (Thailand),
B.J. Gorddand- Team Leader (Thailand),
B. J. Quinlivan - Science Liaison Officer-Project Design & coordinator ( 1981-1982),
D.L. Chatel - Executive Director & Project coordinator (1982-1991)
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
The project implemented the larger NARP project - funded by the World Bank (US $30m); IFAD (US$15m);
Thai Government (US $44.5m). NARP was an Institution building project, which aimed to strengthen,
regionalise and rationalise the research of the Thailand Department of Agriculture. ACNARP also provided
technical advisory services, training and suonort to the Thailand Universities.
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
ACNARP provided 28.5 man years of long term and 62.3 man months of short term advisory inputs in:
• Program planning - covering Corporate/Strategic planning, monitoring and evaluation, management
information systems.
• Research Programming - leadership, prioritising research.
• Finance and Administration - new finance and staff management systems.
• Research Centre Development - assistance with the large research Institute building program (major
NARP focus). Some 19 Regional Centres were built throughout the country.
• Personnel Development and Manpower Planning - with staffing masterplan for regional centres.
• Information Systems
• Thailand University support - for research, aimed at developing closer ties between the Department of
Agriculture and the Kasetsant, Khan Khen and Chiang Mai Universities.
• Long Term Fellowship - 355 (2 years or more), comprising 31 PhD, 138 Masters, 56 Bachelors, 130
Diploma. Most of the Masters in Australia (70) were trained in the special ACNARP MSc program set
up at the University of Western Australia.
• Short Term Fellowships - 9 in Australia for work experience; 46 in Australia in 10 training courses; 27
special training awards, also in Australia.
Funding Source:Australian Government (AIDAB)
Name of associated firm(s) if any:
THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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Project name: Capacity Building Support to South African Departments
of Agriculture

Country: South Africa

Project location within country:

Approx. project value:

Whole Country

$A396, 100

Name of client:

Professional staff provided:

AusAID, Crawford Fund and National Dept. Agriculture (RSA)

No. of staff: 7
No. of person-months:

Start date
(month/year):

10/98

Completion date
(month/year): 6/2000

Name of associated firm(s) if any: GRM International -AGWEST
International was subcontracted by GRM International (Brisbane)
who manage the South African Capacity Building project on behalf
of AusAID.

8.35

Approx. value of services:
$A164,000
No of man-months of professional staff
provided by associated firms(s): 5

Name of senior staff involved and functions performed:
Terry Burnage overall Program manager. Theo Nabben, Ross George, Natalie Moore, John Holley and Andrew Watson
provided specialist technical knowledge, facilitation or team leader activities for individual project components.
Detailed narrative description

of project:

The objective the various projects ( 9 in total) was to strengthen the capacity of national and Provincial dept.
Agriculture Staff within South Africa in areas of participatory extension & natural resource management, policy
development and management of funding programs. In particular activities aimed to expose the South Africans to
the necessary elements of participatory natural resource management based on principles use din the Australian
Landcare movement. Feasibility activities also undertaken. .
Detailed description of actual services provided: Summary of 9 distinct projects most of which were funded under AusAID's
South African Capacity Building Project.

2000- June - South African Landcare Study tour to ACT, Western Australia and New South Wale. This tour
exposed the 9 Provincial Heads of Departments of Agriculture South Africa's 9 Provinces and the deputy Director,
National Dept. Agriculture to Landcare structures and process at a national level. Con 178.
April - AGWEST Deputy Commissioner for Soil and Land Conservation undertook technical advice on Landcare
policy and legislation for GRM International, con 182
May - South African Landcare Study tour to Western Australia and New South Wales examining the role of the
community and the private sector in Landcare. Con 178
April - South African Landcare Study tour examining the role of youth and Landcare education. Con 179
1999-0ctober - AGWEST International staff member part of AusAID design team providing direction for future
AusAID Landcare funding programs to South Africa.
September - AGWEST International hosts South African Landcare Study Tour. Members attend State Landcare
Conference, visit Landcare projects and community members throughout the state, including nationally award
winning Avon Landcare Program - Landcare Vision. Con 148
June/July/August - Two AGWEST International staff undertook technical mission to provide input in to Landcare
funding programs & build capacity for project management. Con 6652a/b
June /July/August - Staff member from NOA undertook two exchange visits to Western Australia to oversee
implementation of Landcare Program and implementation of Natural Heritage Trust funding program.
1998- Landcare Pre-feasibility

study completed for South African National Dept. Agriculture

Funding source:
Australian Government, AusAID, Crawford Fund, National Dept. Agriculture South Africa; Agriculture Western Australia
Referee: Njabulo Nduli, Chief Director, Agricultural Land & Resources Management, National Dept. Agriculture, South Africa.
Ph (+2712) 319 6446
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PROJECT DATA SHEET
Project Name: East Timar Department of Country: East Timor
Agriculture Landuse Mapping and GIS
Development and Tralnlno Proiect
Project Location within Country:
Approx. Project Value:
Whole country
AUD $ 1.8 MILLION
Name of Client: lllawarra Technology
Corporation Pty Ltd., Australian managing
contractor for AusAid CAPET programme.
Start (month/year) Completion (month/year)
Date: 01/2001
Date 12/2002
Name of associated firm(s) if any:
National Geographic Information Systems Pty Ltd
{NGIS)

Professional Staff Provided·
No. of Staff: 5
No. of Person-months 43
Approx. Value of Services:
AUD $ 1.45 MILLION
No of Man-months of Professional Staff
Provided by Associated Firms(s): 3

Name of Senior Staff involved and functions performed:
David Ives -Agriculture Data/GIS Project manager+ Team Leader
Wine Langeraar- GIS Database Specialist
Rick Tomlinson -Agriculture GIS Specialist
Larry Hunt- Computer Data Management Specialist (Phase 1), GIS Unit Manager/ Team leader
(Phase 2).
Michael Nunweek - Database specialist
Terry Burnage - Australian Based Project Manager·
Kellie-Jane Pritchard - Project Administrator
Detailed Narrative Description of Project:
Landuse Mapping, data interpretation for agriculture and rural planning purposes, and GIS
development and training. The project aimed to "increase the planning capacity in the forestry and
agricultural sector for the effective development and implementation of income generation and natural
resource management strategies."
Detailed Description of Actual Services Provided:
• Set up hardware, software and networks
• Source data, data capture and conversion of agricultural and landuse datasets;
• Liaision with Indonesian and Portuguese Governments to source datasets.
• Design of systems appropriate to local conditions, compatible with existing systems that are
simple to use and maintain, while providing the management and analysis capabilities required.
• Train and involve key counterpart staff in the development and use of these systems.
• Implement a GIS system and incorporate the data;
• Within the institutional & cultural frameworks of East Timar to enhance the capacity of counterpart
agencies and staff to develop, manage and use the GIS unit resources and data for improved
project planning and M&E.
• Set up a cost recovery system for the GIS unit and increase staff management capacity.
• Technical and management training for counterpart staff in Australia
Funding Source: AusAID
Referee: Sara Webb, Program Manager, East Timor, Interim CAPET, lllawarra Technology
Corporation.
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